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In this review of 100 fMRI studies of speech comprehension and production, published in 2009, activation is
reported for: prelexical speech perception in bilateral superior temporal gyri; meaningful speech in middle and
inferior temporal cortex; semantic retrieval in the left angular gyrus and pars orbitalis; and sentence comprehension
in bilateral superior temporal sulci. For incomprehensible sentences, activation increases in four inferior frontal
regions, posterior planum temporale, and ventral supramarginal gyrus. These effects are associated with the use of
prior knowledge of semantic associations, word sequences, and articulation that predict the content of the sentence.
Speech production activates the same set of regions as speech comprehension but in addition, activation is reported
for: word retrieval in left middle frontal cortex; articulatory planning in the left anterior insula; the initiation and
execution of speech in left putamen, pre-SMA, SMA, and motor cortex; and for suppressing unintended responses in
the anterior cingulate and bilateral head of caudate nuclei. Anatomical and functional connectivity studies are now
required to identify the processing pathways that integrate these areas to support language.
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Introduction
The aim of this paper was to provide an up to date
and integrated review of functional imaging studies
of language published in 2009. I included studies
that (i) used fMRI, (ii) were published online between January and mid-October 2009, and (iii) were
concerned with the functional anatomy of speech
comprehension and production in the healthy adult
brain. This excluded papers that used MEG, EEG,
TMS, or optical imaging; that were published in
2008 or before; or that focused on populations with
acquired or developmental language disorders. I also
excluded papers on orthographic processing of written words, sign language, and multilingualism: each
of these topics requires its own review.
Having selected more than 100 fMRI papers on
speech comprehension or production, I categorized
each paper according to the conclusions provided in
their abstracts. The first categorization was speech
comprehension or speech production. Within each
of these main categories, I progressively grouped

the papers according to whether their stimuli were
prelexical, single words, or sentences. This process illustrated the wide range of language topics that are
currently being investigated with fMRI. Although all
papers published prior to 2009 were excluded, my
assumption was that the 2009 papers would have
incorporated the most salient conclusions from former years, as well as assimilating their literature.
Each of the 2009 papers listed in the references of
this review article should therefore provide a list of
related papers published prior to 2009.
Given the number of language fMRI studies published in 2009, it was not possible to do justice
to the contribution of each one. Furthermore, a
review is limited to the reviewer’s own understanding of the topic and how the conclusions
of each paper fit together. What follows is the
overall picture that I saw when reviewing the selected literature. It emphasizes consistent rather
than atypical results. Only time and more studies
will determine whether the conclusions drawn are
correct.
doi: 10.1111/j.1749-6632.2010.05444.x
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Anatomical terms
Across studies, different anatomical terms have been
used for the same region. For example, the same
inferior frontal region has been variously referred
to as Broca’s area, BA44, or pars opercularis. The
anatomical distinction between anterior and posterior superior temporal lobe activation also varies
across studies; and the same left temporo-parietal
area has been referred to as the supramarginal gyrus
(SMG), planum temporale, Spt (Sylvian parietotemporal), superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the
inferior parietal lobe (IPL). I have therefore tried
to use a more consistent terminology (see Fig. 1),
reported the MNI or Talairach coordinates [x,y,z]
of the effects I am referring to and estimated the
subregion being referred to using both MNI and
Talairch templates. I divided inferior frontal activations into four different regions: pars triangularis
(pTr), pars orbitalis (pOr), dorsal pars opercularis
(dpOp), and ventral pars opercularis (vpOp). In
the superior temporal gyrus, anterior and posterior
parts were in relation to Heschl’s gyrus (HG).
Given the limited spatial resolution of fMRI and
the use of different spatial normalization templates,
it was not always possible to determine the location
of reported coordinates, particularly when they fell
at the border between two regions. For example, the
lower bank of the sylvian fissure, posterior to HG is
in the posterior planum temporale (pPT), and the
upper bank of the same part of the sylvian fissure is
in the ventral supramarginal gyrus (vSMG). These
regions will not have the same connectivity or functions but it was difficult to tell when an activation
fell in the lower or upper bank of the fissure because
of their close proximity. One option is to refer to activation around the posterior part of the Sylvian fissure as Spt (Sylvian parieto-temporal), as in Hickok
and colleagues.1 However, this de-emphasizes the
fact that the lower and upper banks of the sylvian
fissure will have different functions. I have therefore labeled activation around Spt as pPT/vSMg to
emphasize the convergence of two different regions
without implying that they have the same function.
To provide summaries of the results, I marked
the approximate location of the reported coordinates on a two-dimensional template of the brain.
This further reduced the spatial precision of the results. Remarkably, however, the low-resolution cartoon illustrations were sufficient to highlight dis-
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tinct spatial dissociations in the anatomical systems
that support speech comprehension and production at the prelexical, word, and sentence levels (see
Fig. 2). Future studies that dissociate activations
within subject, rather than across study, are now
needed to provide more accurate anatomical localization; and functional connectivity analyses with
high temporal resolution are needed to determine
how the widely distributed sets of regions interact
with one another.
Review of speech comprehension
Auditory speech processing extracts meaningful information from continuously changing acoustic inputs. Many acoustic features predict the perceptual
identity (intelligibility) of a given auditory stimulus including the temporal dynamics of the timbre,
pitch, and volume in the auditory waveform and
the integration of this information over short- and
long-time frames. The type of information that is
extracted will depend on the expectations and intentions of the listener. For example, auditory input
can be translated into meaningful messages (semantics), articulatory associations (speech production),
spellings, and physical actions (locomotion) toward
or away from the source of the sound (i.e., spatial
processing).
As auditory speech information is ambiguous,
comprehension can be facilitated by auditory cues
from prosody and visual cues from concurrent hand
gestures, lip movements, facial expressions, and
writing. These additional cues are particularly useful under adverse listening conditions. For example,
co-speech hand gestures provide semantic cues relevant to the intended message. Lip reading (viewing mouth movements) provides articulatory information and writing facilitates both semantic and
articulatory processing. Therefore, speech comprehension, even at the single-word level, involves the
integration of multiple cues from auditory and visual sources.
Speech comprehension at the sentence level is also
ambiguous because the meaning of a sentence can be
different from its parts, particularly for a metaphorical sentence such as “You are the sun in my sky.”
Sentence comprehension is therefore constrained
by our prior knowledge of the world (semantic constraints), what we are expecting to hear (context effects), and how the words are typically combined
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Figure 1. Anatomical terms. The names and location of the regions referred to in the text are illustrated on a
cartoon sketch of the left hemisphere. This low-resolution sketch was deliberately chosen for all figures because it had
minimal anatomical details, which were not appropriate in the context of the poor spatial precision of the activation
loci illustrated in Figure 2, see introductory text for further explanation.

(i.e., syntactic constraints/grammatical rules). As
the meaning of the sentence emerges over time, auditory short-term memory is also required to hold
individual words in memory until a satisfactory
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interpretation of the word combination has been
achieved. Each stage in the speech-processing hierarchy therefore involves the integration of bottomup processing from auditory and visual inputs with
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Figure 2. Summary of left hemisphere activation foci. The approximate location of the left hemisphere activation
foci reported in the text. Right hemisphere foci were less consistent and not summarized here. Despite the poor spatial
precision, the relative distributions of the different types of effects are valid and informative. Top left panel: prelexical
processing3–5,7,8 ; top right panel: pseudowords13 ; middle left panel: black circles = words relative to pseudowords,13
white circles = words relative to rotated words,9,10 open circles = effect of familiarity with auditory objects14 ; middle
right panel: black circles = comprehension versus imcomprehensible sentences,19,21,23,24 open circles = sentences
with versus without visual gestures.27–29 Lower left panel: black circles = semantic ambiguity,9,19,35–39 white circles = syntactic ambiguity10,32,49,50,55 ; lower right panel: black circles = word retrieval,43,76,79,81–86 open circles = overt
articulation,83,87,96 white circles = covert articulation.72,73,84
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top-down predictions from our prior knowledge of
language and the context in which it is being used.
My review of the anatomy of speech comprehension is divided into seven sections. These focus on
prelexical auditory processing (prelexical phonemic
processing); semantic recognition at the single-word
level (semantic processing of spoken words); semantic recognition at the sentence level (sentence
comprehension); semantic constraints at the sentence level (semantic constraints in sentence comprehension); syntactic constraints at the sentence
level (syntactic constraints); the role of subvocal
articulation during speech comprehension (subvocal articulation during speech comprehension), and
the influence of prosodic information (the role of
prosody in speech comprehension). I then (“Summary of activation related to speech comprehension”) sum up, and (“Left lateralization for speech
comprehension”) hypothesize that top-down processing has a strong influence on determining left
lateralization for language.
Prelexical phonemic processing
Prelexical processing occurs prior to the semantic
recognition of the auditory stimulus. It includes
acoustic analysis of the frequency spectrum and the
integration of auditory features over different time
frames. The result is phonemic categorization of
the speech signal and the morphological parsing of
word stems and inflectional affixes.
Rauschecker and Scott2 review evidence that auditory inputs are processed along an antero-lateral
gradient that starts at HG, progressing in the anterior direction toward the temporal pole. As auditory information progresses anteriorly and laterally,
lower level auditory features are combined into increasingly complex and intelligible sounds. For example, middle and anterior parts of the superior
temporal sulci respond to prelexical stimuli, such
as consonant–vowel syllables, and there may even
be subregions selective for particular speech-sound
classes, such as vowels.
Further evidence for vowel selective responses has
been presented in two recent studies.3,4 Leff and colleagues3 compared activation for hearing familiar
vowels versus single formants and tones. The formants had the same intonation pattern as the vowels
but they were less acoustically complex because they
lacked stop bursts or other formants. Relative to the
formants and tones, vowel stimuli increased activa-
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tion in lateral left HG, anteriorly [−62 −12 6] and
posteriorly [−64 −24 10]. Concurrent activation
was also observed in the right superior temporal
sulcus [−64 −10 −8]. Likewise, Britton and colleagues4 identified activation in lateral and anterior
HG [−64 −7 5/59 −7 5] for hearing vowels versus
tones. These bilateral superior temporal activations
are likely to reflect differences in the acoustic complexity of vowel stimuli versus tone and formant
stimuli.
To probe more speech selective responses, Leff
and colleagues3 manipulated the acoustic quality of
their stimuli within category (i.e., vowel, formant, or
tone). Using a mismatch paradigm, the same stimulus was repeated for a few trials followed by a new
stimulus in the same category. In this context, the
new stimulus results in an activation change that
can be related to the processes that differ between
the new stimulus and the prior stimuli. The results
revealed a left-lateralized activation in the anterior
superior temporal lobe [−56 6 −10] when the vowel
changed and this effect was not observed for formant
or tone changes. Myers and colleagues5 also used a
mismatch paradigm, repeating a phonemic stimulus and measuring activation in response to acoustic
deviants. They found left dorsal pars opercularis activation at [−41 8 27] when the phonetic category
of the new stimulus was different versus the same as
its predecessors. These mismatch responses3,5 can
be explained in terms of “prediction error” when
top-down expectations from prior experience fail
to predict the bottom-up inputs.6 According to this
account, left anterior temporal activation for vowel
deviants3 and left dorsal pars opercularis activation
for phonetic deviants5 reflect the influence of topdown predictions, with the location of the mismatch
response depending on the type of stimulus and the
type of prediction.
Specht and colleagues7 also investigated speech
selective responses by manipulating acoustic complexity within category. Using a sound morphing
technique, white noise was gradually changed into
either prelexical speech (consonant-vowels) or music (piano or guitar chords). Bilateral activation in
the anterior–superior temporal sulci at [−51 −3
−9/60 −6 −3] was observed irrespective of whether
speech or music emerged but left lateralized speech
selective responses were identified more posteriorly [−56 −36 12] and ventrally [−54 −18 −6].
Likewise, Vaden and colleagues8 report an effect
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of phonological priming in superior temporal regions [−63 −30 3/45 −33 −3] that were posterior
and ventral to HG. Together these results illustrate
speech selective responses in the posterior and ventral processing directions.
To summarize, prelexical processing of auditory
speech increased activation in bilateral superior
temporal gyri but left lateralized responses were observed when the noise merged into speech versus
music7 or when there was a mismatch between the
stimulus presented and the stimulus expected.3,4
In both these contexts, left lateralization may be
driven by top-down predictions from prior experience rather than bottom-up processing. For example, the emergence of speech over time allows the
participant to predict the morphing of the stimulus;
and mismatch responses have been associated with
the failure of top-down processing to predict the
stimulus.6
The location of all left hemisphere coordinates
reported above for prelexical speech versus nonspeech processing are illustrated in the top left
panel of Figure 2. This illustrates that prelexical
activation is most extensive in the direction anterior to HG. However, the results do not support
a straightforward gradient of increased speech selectivity as information progresses more anteriorly.
Speech selectivity was observed in the ventral7,8
and posterior7 directions as well as the anterior direction.3 This suggests that there are multiple prelexical processing pathways, with the level
of activation in each depending on the stimulus, task and top-down expectations from prior
experience.
Semantic processing of spoken words
Semantic processing of auditory speech links heard
sounds to what we know about their meanings. This
has been probed by comparing familiar words to (i)
closely matched but unintelligible spectrally rotated
words 9,10 and (ii) pseudowords that are intelligible but without meaning.11–13 A study of auditory
familiarity, when the acoustic stimulus is held constant,14 is also reported in this section.
When participants listen to spoken sentences, relative to spectrally rotated speech (which is unintelligible), bilateral mid-to-anterior superior temporal
activation has been reported by Friederici and colleagues10 at [−58 −4 4/62 −4 −14] and by Obleser
and Kotz9 at [−60 −8 −6/62 −6 −4] with the latter
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authors9 also reporting activation in the left angular gyrus [−48 −64 38]. It is important to note,
however, that the bilateral mid-to-anterior superior
temporal activations observed for familiar words
relative to spectrally rotated speech are in very close
proximity to those reported as common to music
and prelexical speech by Specht and colleagues7
at [−51 −3 −9/60 −6 −3]. It may therefore be
the case that the activation reported for the comparison of speech to spectrally rotated speech9,10
reflects prelexical differences between speech and
rotated speech rather than differences in semantic
processing. In contrast, semantic retrieval involves
more distributed regions. For example, Sharp and
colleagues15 have shown that when attention is directed to the meaning of single words versus the
acoustic properties of spectrally rotated speech, activation is observed in a left-lateralized network including regions in the inferior temporal gyrus, anterior fusiform, hippocampus, angular gyrus, pars
orbitalis, superior and middle frontal gyri, and the
right cerebellum.
The comparison of spoken words to pseudowords
provides a tighter control for prelexical processing
and speech intelligibility than the comparison of
spoken words to spectrally rotated speech. I found
three studies11–13 published on line in 2009 that
compared spoken words and pseudowords in the
context of deciding if the stimulus was a word or
not (i.e., a lexical decision task). In a review of prior
studies, Davis and Gaskell13 report an impressive
double dissociation in activation for familiar words
versus pseudowords with activation for words distributed in bilateral anterior middle temporal cortices, posterior temporal parietal cortices, and the
precuneus, with left-lateralized activation in the
temporal pole, posterior middle temporal cortex,
anterior fusiform, pars orbitalis, middle frontal cortex, anterior cingulate and putamen, and the right
precentral gyrus. The left hemisphere foci of these
results are illustrated in the left middle panel of
Fig. 2). This highlights word activations that are outside the areas associated with prelexical processing,
extending further in the anterior, ventral and posterior directions, consistent with the results of the
prelexical studies discussed in section “Pre-lexical
phonemic processing” that suggest multiple speechprocessing routes.
The meta-analysis of auditory words versus pseudowords reported by Davis and Gaskell13 also
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demonstrated increased activation for pseudowords
relative to words within the superior temporal areas
associated with prelexical processing in the previous section (compare top left and top right panels
in Fig. 2). Together the results suggest that pseudowords increased the demands on prelexical processing whereas real words increased activation in
semantic areas. Indeed, many of the areas associated
with word versus pseudoword processing13 have also
been associated with semantic processing of written
words and pictures of objects, as summarized in a
review of 120 functional imaging studies by Binder
and colleagues.16 Diaz and McCarthy17 have also
reported greater anterior middle temporal lobe activation bilaterally at [−59 −14 −27/66 −10 −21]
for written content words (with high semantic associations) versus written function words (that carry
minimal or ambiguous semantic associations).
The second study that compared spoken words
and pseudowords during lexical decision was reported by Kotz and colleagues.12 Each target stimulus (word or pseudoword) was primed with a
rhyming or nonrhyming word or pseudoword.
Rhyming pseudowords compared to rhyming words
increased activation in bilateral superior temporal
gyri as reported by Davis and Gaskell,13 whereas
rhyming words compared to rhyming pseudowords
increased activation in frontal and parietal regions.
Kotz and colleagues12 focus their interpretation on
the observation that left inferior frontal activation
at the level of the left pars orbitalis/pars triangularis
[−56 28 6] was greater for words than pseudowords.
The third study to compare lexical decisions to
words and pseudowords was reported by Kouider
and colleagues11 who report higher activation for
words than pseudowords in the precuneus, medial
superior frontal gyrus, and the anterior cingulate.
Although Kouider and colleagues11 do not present
any coordinates for these effects, it is interesting to
note that the same regions were also reported earlier
for words versus pseudowords13 and for phonological repetition of words.8 Activation in the precuneus
and superior frontal gyrus have also been associated
with semantic decisions on heard words,15,16 narratives,18 metaphors,19 and semantic versus phonological word generation.20 In brief, activation for
spoken words relative to pseudowords during lexical decision was identified in frontal and parietal
areas that are also activated during semantic decision tasks.
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Finally, an alternative approach for identifying
semantic recognition of auditory stimuli is to keep
the stimulus (and prelexical processing) constant
and compare responses to the same stimuli before
and after learning. Leech and colleagues14 used a
video game to train participants to associate novel
acoustically complex, artificial nonlinguistic sounds
to visually presented aliens. After training, left posterior superior temporal activation at [−54 −37 −1]
increased with how well the auditory categories representing each alien had been learnt. The authors
emphasize that part of what makes speech special is
the extended experience that we have with it. This
could include acoustic familiarity, enhanced audio–
visual associations, or auditory memory.
To summarize this section, semantic processing
of familiar auditory stimuli activates a distributed
set of regions that surround the ventral, anterior,
and posterior borders of the perisylvian regions
supporting prelexical auditory speech processing
(see middle left panel vs. top left panel in Fig. 2).
The extended distribution of semantic activations
suggests that there are numerous pathways supporting speech perception and comprehension (see
Rauschecker and Scott2 ). This might be envisioned
as activity spreading out and around a spider’s weblike network, centered on HG.
Sentence comprehension
To tap speech comprehension at the sentence level,
activation has been compared for hearing grammatically correct sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings. This comparison is expected
to reveal semantic representations at the level of
word combinations while controlling for phonological and lexical familiarity, syntactic processing,
and working memory. Activation in four key regions
has been reported: anterior and posterior parts of
the left middle temporal gyrus,9,19,21 bilateral anterior temporal poles,21,22 left angular gyrus,9,19 and
the posterior cingulate/precuneus.18,19 Each of these
areas was also associated with semantic processing
in the review of 120 studies reported by Binder and
colleagues.16 Surprisingly, however, activation for
plausible relative to implausible sentences is not as
extensive as that associated with semantic processing of single words (see left and right middle panels
in Fig. 2) but was primarily focused in anterior and
posterior parts of the middle temporal gyrus, just
ventral to the superior temporal sulci.
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In the left anterior middle temporal locus, activation has been reported by Mashal and colleagues19
at [−46 −6 −10] for semantically plausible more
than implausible sentences; by Adank and Devlin23
at [−58 −8 −4] when time compressed auditory
sentences were understood versus not understood
during a sentence verification task; by Devauchelle
and colleagues24 at [−60 −12 −8/60 −8 −12] when
auditory sentence processing was primed by a sentence with the same meaning; by Obleser and Kotz9
at [−52 −6 −14] for sentences with meanings that
were difficult versus easy to predict; and by Hubbard
and colleagues25 at [−57 −12 −8] when spoken
speech was accompanied by beat gestures (rhythmic beating of hand) that enhance semantic meaning by providing intonation. These sentence-level
comprehension effects are not specific to auditory
words because anterior middle temporal activation
has also been reported by Snijders and colleagues26
at [−56 −6 −16] for written sentences compared
to unrelated word sequences; and by Kircher and
colleagues27 at [−52 4 −8] when spoken sentences
with abstract meanings were accompanied by visual
gestures relative to speech only or gesture only. This
suggests that the left anterior superior temporal sulcus is involved in multimodal sentence processing.
Likewise, left posterior middle temporal activation has been reported at [−54 −41 −1] by Mashal
and colleagues,19 for semantically plausible versus
implausible sentences; more anteriorly at [−41 −31
0] by Rogalsky and Hickok21 when meaningful sentences were compared to lists of unrelated words;
and more posteriorly at [−55 −52 2] by Adank
and Devlin23 when time compressed auditory sentences were understood versus not understood during a sentence verification task. Activation in the left
posterior middle temporal cortex is also increased
when auditory sentences are accompanied by visual
observation of the speaker’s body movements. For
example, Holle and colleagues28 reported activation
at [−48 −39 3] when participants viewed a speaker
describing manual object actions (e.g., “now I grate
the cheese”) while making meaningful manual gestures versus hearing speech only or seeing gestures
alone. This effect was stronger in adverse listening
conditions that benefit most from visual cues. Likewise, Kircher and colleagues27 found activation at
[−63 −43 −1] when spoken sentences with abstract
meanings were accompanied by visual cues from
gestures versus hearing speech only or seeing ges-
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tures only; and Robins and colleagues29 found activation at [−66 −31 4] when participants viewed the
face and emotional expression of a person speaking
sentences versus hearing the sentence or viewing the
face alone. Seeing the lip movements of the speaker
also provides phonological cues,30 therefore it is not
surprising that the activation reported by Robins
and colleagues29 for speech and faces extended dorsally [−45 −37 10] into the superior temporal
gyrus.
The findings of Dick and colleagues31 further suggest that left posterior temporal activation in response to speech (spoken stories) and gesture reflects two sources of semantic information rather
than an active integration process. Specifically, they
found that perceiving hand movements during
speech increased activation in the left posterior
temporal regions irrespective of the semantic relationship between the hand movement and the accompanying speech. Thus, it did not depend on
whether speech and gesture could be integrated
into the same meaning or not. Instead, the authors conclude that listeners attempt to find meaning, not only in the words that speakers produce,
but also in the hand movements that accompany
speech.
The role of the left and right temporal poles
in sentence processing relative to unrelated lists of
words has been reported by Rogalsky and Hickok21
at [−47 17 −18 and 52 18 −20]. Snijders and colleagues26 also found bilateral temporal pole regions
at [−53 18 −30/54 20 −32] for written sentences
compared to unrelated word sequences but the coordinates are more ventral than those reported by
Rogalsky and Hickok.21 To distinguish auditory and
visual sentence processing requires a within subjects
comparison of (i) auditory sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings with (ii) visual
sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings. All four of these conditions were included in
a study reported by Richardson and colleagues,32
which found no interaction between plausible versus implausible sentences presented in the auditory
versus visual modality. Likewise, a meta-analysis
of semantic and sentence processing activation by
Visser and colleagues22 found anterior temporal
lobe activation for both auditory and visual sentences and these authors discuss the role for the
anterior temporal cortex in amodal combinatorial
semantics.
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Left angular gyrus activation has been less consistently reported during sentence processing but was
observed by Mashal and colleagues19 at [−47 −59
25] for sentences with plausible versus implausible
meanings; and by Obleser and Kotz9 at [−46 −64
38] for the comparison of heard sentences to unintelligible spectrally rotated speech. Obleser and
Kotz9 suggest that activation in the angular gyrus facilitates sentence comprehension via top-down activation of semantic concepts. Likewise, Carreiras
and colleagues33 demonstrated a top-down role
for the angular gyrus at [−48 −74 28] during
reading relative to object naming, and Brownsett
and Wise34 highlight the role of the left angular
gyrus in both speaking and writing. In the medial
parietal lobes, Whitney and colleagues18 highlight
the importance of the right precuneus and bilateral posterior/middle cingulate cortices for narrative language comprehension, associating these regions with the processes involved in updating story
representations.
In summary, the comparison of grammatically
correct sentences with comprehensible versus incomprehensible meanings has been associated with
activation in anterior and posterior parts of the left
middle temporal gyrus,9,19,21 bilateral anterior temporal poles,21,22 the left angular gyrus,9,19 and the
posterior cingulate/precuneus.18,19 Each region may
play a different role in sentence semantics. For example, seeing concurrent hand gestures enhanced
activation for heard sentences in the posterior middle temporal cortex consistent with auditory and
visual semantics converging at the posterior end of
the semantic network. Inconsistent activation in the
left angular gyrus and medial parietal regions may
reflect task-dependent semantic retrieval strategies;
and activation in anterior middle temporal lobe may
reflect the integration of multiple semantic concepts.
When the sentence comprehension activations
are illustrated on the cartoon brains in Figure 2,
it is striking to see that temporal lobe activation for
plausible versus implausible sentences (middle right
panel) lies outside the areas associated with prelexical processing (top left panel) or pseudowords (top
right panel) but inside the ring of activation associated with semantic processing of single words
(middle left panel). This dissociation might reflect
a task confound (e.g., lexical decision for words and
plausibility judgments for sentences). Alternatively,
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it raises the interesting possibility that activation
in the superior temporal sulci for sentences with
plausible versus implausible meanings reflects the
consolidation of multiple semantic concepts into a
new and integrated concept. For example, the sentence “My memory is a little cloudy” has six words
including three rich content words (memory, little,
cloudy) to express one concept “forgotten.” This
suggests that activation for accessing the semantics
of single words is spatially extensive but consolidates in the ventral banks of the superior temporal
sulci when multiple meanings can be integrated into
fewer concepts.
Semantic constraints in sentence
comprehension
The previous section focused on activation for
grammatically correct sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings. In contrast, this section
considers the reverse of this comparison, that is,
which areas are more activated by sentences with
implausible versus plausible meanings. The assumption here is that, when the sentence meaning is
implausible, ambiguous, or unconstrained, there
will be a greater need for semantic constraints that
will be expressed by top-down processing from our
prior knowledge of the world and the experimental
context.
When sentence comprehension becomes more
difficult, activation is consistently observed in the
left pars opercularis. I am distinguishing dorsal versus ventral pars opercularis according to whether
activation is more or less than 20 mm above the
ACPC line. Dorsal pars opercularis activation has
been reported for grammatically correct sentences
with implausible versus plausible meanings by Ye
and Zhou35 at [−40 22 24] and in several studies
when the meaning of the sentence is more difficult
to extract. For example, by Bilenko and colleagues36
at [−52 14 23/47 14 29] for sentences with ambiguous versus unambiguous meanings; by Mashal and
colleagues19 at [−44 18 30] for sentences with novel
metaphoric versus literal meanings; by Willems and
colleagues37 at [−40 10 22] when speech was presented with incongruent relative to congruent gestures or pantomimes (i.e., when there was interference at the comprehension level); and by Desai and
colleagues38 at [−54 10 31] when participants listened to sentences with abstract versus visual or motoric meanings. However, left dorsal pars opercularis
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activation is not specific to semantic contexts. It has
also been reported by Myers and colleagues5 at [−41
8 27] for prelexical stimuli when there is an unexpected change in phonetic category and in other
studies of linguistic and nonlinguistic sequencing
(see next section).
More ventrally, pars opercularis activation has
been reported by Tyler and colleagues39 at [−51
15 18] for grammatically correct sentences with implausible versus plausible meanings; by Obleser and
Kotz9 at [−60 12 16] for sentences with low versus
high semantic expectancy; by Desai and colleagues38
at [−51 19, 13] when participants listened to sentences with abstract versus visual or motoric meanings; by Turner and colleagues40 at [−50 14 18]
when participants view silent videos of a speaker
making speech versus non-speech oral movements;
and by Szycik and colleagues41 at [−49 14 18] when
heard speech is inconsistent with seen oral movements. These activations may reflect top-down processing that is attempting to predict the stimuli. For
example, sentences with low semantic expectancy
(e.g., “She weighs the flour”) are difficult to predict
before completion of the sentence because a verb
such as “weighed” can be associated with multiple objects; whereas the sentences with high semantic expectancy (e.g., “She sifts the flour”) are easier to predict before sentence completion because
there are not many nouns that are likely to follow
verbs like “sift.” In this context, activation in the
left ventral pars opercularis might reflect increased
demands on predictions about the forthcoming sequence of events. The examples in this section have
pertained to semantic predictions. However, left
ventral pars opercularis activation has also been associated with verbal working memory at [−53 7 15]
by Koelsch and colleagues42 ; and for articulatory
planning. Specifically, Papoutsi and colleagues43 report activation at [−54 12 12] for the repetition and
subvocal rehearsal of pseudowords with low- versus high-sublexical frequency; a manipulation that
does not involve semantic, syntactic, or phonological word form processing. Left ventral pars opercularis activation can therefore be consistently
explained in terms of the generation of semantic
or articulatory sequences. Its function is considered
again in sections “Articulation” and “Summary of
speech production.”
The comparison of auditory sentences with plausible versus implausible meanings was also associ-
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ated with left pars orbitalis, activation at [−39 27
−6/−48 24 −9] by Tyler and colleagues39 ; and at
[−52 32 −4] by Ye and Zhou.35 The same region
has been reported by Davis and Gaskell13 at [−40
27 −9/−48 24 −12] for single auditory words relative to pseudowords; by Nosarti and colleagues44 at
[−38 32 −6] for reading irregularly spelled words
relative to pseudowords; by Schafer and Constable45
at [−42 28 −11] for semantic relative to syntactic
processing in written speech comprehension; and
by Aarts and colleagues46 at [−40 22 −14] when
the written words “right” or “left” are incongruent
with the direction of an arrow (right or left). All
these studies suggest that left pars orbitalis activates
with increasing demands on semantic retrieval in
the context of semantic conflict that may be arising at the single-word level or between the meaning of single words and sentences. Likewise, right
inferior frontal activation has also been reported
in the context of conflicting semantic information.
For example, activation in the right pars opercularis [44 18 14/54 18 12] and triangularis [46 28
6] were reported by Snijders and colleagues26 when
the meaning of a sentence was ambiguous versus
unambiguous; and by Peelle and colleagues47 at [44
14 22/44 4 28] when the meanings of a series of
sentences conflict with one another. Dick and colleagues31 also report right inferior frontal activation when participants listened to and watched a
story teller using hand movements that were semantically incongruent relative to congruent with
the spoken speech. As with left inferior frontal
activation, right inferior frontal activation is not
specific to the auditory modality. It has also been
reported at [60 28 −4] by Schmidt and Seger48
when subjects read metaphors relative to literal sentences. Right inferior frontal activation may therefore increase when there is incongruency between
the meaning of the words and the meaning of the
sentence.
In summary, when the semantic content of sentences is difficult to extract, activation increases in
the left and right pars opercularis and orbitalis.
This contrasts to the temporal and parietal regions
that are more activated for sentences with plausible meanings. The most likely explanation is that
activation in the pars orbitalis reflects semantic
competition at the single-word level and activation
in the pars opercularis reflects top-down predictions on the plausible sequence of events. This is
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discussed in more detail in the following sections
that also attempt to clarify a distinction between the
function of dorsal and ventral regions of the pars
opercularis.
Syntactic constraints
Syntactic processing refers to the hierarchical sequencing of words and their meanings with the expected order of words depending on the language
spoken. Consequently, there are language-specific
grammatical rules about adjacent words (what type
of word is likely to follow another) and long-distance
word associations. Deriving the meaning of words
becomes particularly complex when one phrase is
embedded within another. For example, a sentence
such as “the man the dog chased was carrying a
ball” has one relative clause (“the dog chased”)
nested within a simpler sentence “the man was carrying the ball.” As the sentence becomes more complex, the demands on auditory short-term memory
increase because items have to be held in memory for longer until the meaning of the sentence
emerges.
Syntactic processing has been investigated by
comparing sentences with grammatical errors to
sentences without grammatical errors; and for sentences with more versus less syntactically complex
structures. In both cases, the demands on syntactic
processing are confounded by the differing demands
on semantics because both grammatical errors and
complex sentences make it more difficult to extract
the meaning of the sentence. It is therefore not surprising that the left pars opercularis areas that were
more activated for sentences with implausible versus plausible meanings in the previous section are
also more activated for sentences with grammatical
errors or complex structures. For example, left ventral pars opercularis activation has been reported
at [−62 18 12] by Friederici and colleagues10 when
sentences had syntactic errors; and at [−47 12 18]
by Raettig and colleagues49 when there were violations in verb–argument structure. As discussed in
the previous section on semantic constraints, activation in the left ventral pars opercularis has also
been associated with verbal working memory [−53
7 15] and predicting the sequence of semantic or articulatory events. It will be discussed again in section
“Summary of speech production.”
Syntactic complexity has also been shown to increase auditory sentence activation in the left dorsal
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pars opercularis at [−45 6 24], even when working
memory demands are factored out.50 An effect of
syntactic complexity at [−48 16 30] has also been reported by Newman and colleagues51 for written sentences; and activation at [−46 16 24] during written
sentences was more strongly primed by prior presentation of the verbs than the nouns.52 Makuuchi
and colleagues50 attributed dorsal left pars opercularis activation to the hierarchical organization
of sequentially occurring events. Hierarchical sequencing of events is a core component of syntactic
processing but it is not limited to linguistic stimuli.
It can therefore be investigated using nonlinguistic
stimuli and such studies have again highlighted the
involvement of the left dorsal pars opercularis.53,54
For example, Bahlmann and colleagues53 found significantly higher activation in the dorsal pars opercularis at [−50 6 30] when sequences of nonlinguistic visual symbols could be predicted on the basis of
nonadjacent word dependencies compared to adjacent word dependencies. Similarly, Tettamanti and
colleagues54 found dorsal left pars opercularis activation at [−54 12 24] when participants learnt the
nonrigid (variable) dependencies of items within a
sequence of unfamiliar colored shapes. The dorsal
left pars opercularis therefore appears to be involved
in sequencing events, irrespective of whether they
are linguistic or nonlinguistic.
The third region that has been associated with
syntactic errors or complexity lies on the border between the pPT and the vSMG. Specifically, Raettig
and colleagues49 reported activation at [−65 −42
15] for sentences with grammatical errors (e.g., “Peter has eat the apple” vs. “Peter has eaten the apple”); Friederici and colleagues55 report activation
at [−63 −42 21] for syntactically complex versus
less complex sentences; and Richardson and colleagues32 report increased activation at [−58 −42
22] for sentences where the meaning depends on
the order of the subject and object (e.g., “The dog
chased the horse”/“The horse chased the dog”) versus sentences where the subject and object are not
reversible (e.g., “The dog eats the bone”).
Activation in the vicinity of pPT and/or vSMG
is not limited to difficult syntactic contexts. These
areas are also activated when sentence comprehension is made more challenging at the perceptual or semantic level. In perceptually challenging
contexts, Dos Santos Sequeira and colleagues56 report activation at [−56 −42 24] when participants
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listened to consonant-vowel syllables in background
noise. In semantically challenging contexts, Obleser
and Kotz9 report activation at [−46 −36 18] for
sentences with low versus high semantic expectancy
particularly when the stimuli had low intelligibility;
and Hickok and colleagues1 report pPT/vSMG activation for individual subjects at [x = −47 to −61;
y = −32 to −50; and z = 11 to 28] for hearing
sentences that were syntactically correct but semantically meaningless because some words in the sentence had been replaced with pseudowords (“It is
the glandor in my nedderop”).
Why does left pPT/vSMG activate during difficult
speech comprehension conditions? Evidence from
studies of auditory short-term memory42,43,57 and
speech production in the absence of auditory stimuli32,58 suggests that it is involved in subvocal articulation. For example, Papoutsi and colleagues43
found increased left pPT/vSMG activation bilaterally at [−56 −38 20/64 −32 10] when subjects articulated four versus two syllables during a task that
involved delayed repetition and subvocal rehearsal
of pseudowords. Left pPT or vSMG activation has
also been observed during auditory working memory at [−44 −38 21] by Koelsch and colleagues42 and
at [−63 −34 19] by Buchsbaum and D’Esposito.57
One interpretation is that left pPT/vSMG activation reflects a working memory rehearsal strategy
that holds an auditory representation in memory.
However, in Buchsbaum and D’Esposito,57 the task
did not involve the online retention of a fixed set
of items. Instead, left pPT/vSMG activation was observed when participants made correct word recognition decisions on constantly changing targets that
may or may not have been presented before. Buchsbaum and D’Esposito57 therefore suggest that left
pPT/vSMG activation is involved in phonological
retrieval processes (perhaps subvocal articulation)
that occurs automatically during successful recognition of recently presented words.
Other studies have shown that left pPT/vSMG activation is not limited to speech production in the
context of auditory stimuli or short-term memory
tasks. Nor is it limited to the production of speech
sounds. For example, Richardson and colleagues32
report activation at [−62 −40 14/50 −46 20] for
alternatively articulating “one” and “three” in response to seeing (not hearing) the digits 1 and 3, and
also for nonverbal mouth movements versus hand
movements; and Wilson and colleagues58 report ac-
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tivation at [−64 −34 24] for naming pictures with
low- versus high-frequency names. For non-speech
sounds, Koelsch and colleagues42 report activation
at [−47 −42 24] when a sequence of auditory tones
is held in memory; and Yoncheva and colleagues59
report activation at [−42 −38 26] for a tone matching task (are tone-triplet pairs the same or not) as
well as for a rhyme-matching task (do word pairs
rhyme or not) with no significant difference in activation for the rhyme versus tone comparisons.
The correspondence in the location of speech
and non-speech effects has been demonstrated by
Koelsh and colleagues42 for auditory working memory tasks; by Yoncheva and colleagues59 during
matching tasks; and by Richardson and colleagues32
for auditory speech comprehension and visually
cued mouth movements. Common activation for
two tasks may or may not reflect a common underlying function. Indeed, Hickok and colleagues1 dissociated the spatial pattern of activation in pPT/vSMG
for speech comprehension and production, using
multivariate pattern classification. This approach
identifies a significant difference in the pattern of
voxels over a single region but it does not dissociate
the functional contribution of the pPT versus vSMG
regions.
To conclude this section, activation for syntactically difficult sentences increases in the left pars opercularis and the left pPT/vSMG.55 The same regions
are also activated when syntactic demands are held
constant and sentence comprehension is made more
difficult. Therefore, activation in these regions is not
specific to syntactic processing. The dorsal pars opercularis appears to play a top-down role in sequencing linguistic and nonlinguistic events, independent
of working memory demands.50 The ventral pars
opercularis is involved in verbal working memory42
and sequencing semantic and articulatory events.
In contrast, activation in the pPT and vSMG can be
explained by subvocal articulation. The functional
distinctions between these regions will be discussed
further in section “Summary of speech production”
but future studies will be required to dissociate the
functions of pPT and vSMG.
Subvocal articulation during speech
comprehension
The previous section concluded that left pPT/vSMG
activation during difficult speech comprehension
reflected subvocal articulation. The close link
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between comprehension and articulation is one of
the unique features of speech because we can accurately reproduce speech sounds but we cannot
accurately reproduce non-speech sounds. This is
not surprising given that auditory speech, by definition, is constrained by the auditory signals that
our vocal tracts and articulators can produce. Evidence that heard speech activates areas involved in
articulating speech comes from common activation
for (i) auditory speech in the absence of articulation and (ii) articulation in the absence of auditory speech. Three areas meet these criteria. One is
the motor cortex,60,61 the others are the pPT and
vSMG regions discussed in the previous section. In
all three of these regions, activation is consistently
activated during speech production but inconsistently activated during speech comprehension. It
was quite striking that the majority of auditory
speech perception and comprehension studies that
I reviewed did not report left pPT or vSMG activation, irrespective of whether the stimuli were sentences,10,23,24,38 words,8,11,12,62–64 or prelexical consonant vowels.3,7 I only found reports of left pPT
and/or vSMG activation in five studies of sentence
comprehension1,9,32,49,55 and one study of prelexical
perception.56 In all cases, pPT/vSMG activation was
identified when speech comprehension was made
more difficult at the syntactic, semantic, or perceptual level (see previous section). Thus, fMRI evidence suggests that an area associated with speech
production is not consistently involved in speech
comprehension (when acoustic inputs are matched)
but may play an essential role when speech comprehension is difficult.
A similar conclusion has been reached for the role
of the motor cortex in speech perception. This is discussed in two recent review papers.60,61 Devlin and
Aydelott60 discuss the degree to which functional
imaging data support the motor theory of speech
perception. They emphasize that motor and premotor activation is not consistently reported in speech
perception studies but it is observed when speech
stimuli are degraded (e.g., embedded in noise) or
minimal (e.g., syllables rather than words) and may
therefore be recruited to aid speech comprehension, when speech perception is challenging. Scott
and colleagues61 also conclude that motor activation might facilitate speech perception in difficult
listening conditions. In addition, they suggest that
motor activation during speech perception allows
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people to coordinate their speech with others, both
in terms of turn taking and also in terms of idiosyncratic characteristics of pronunciation and the
use of conceptual and syntactic structures. The main
point, however, in both reviews60,61 is that activation
in motor cortex is not always necessary for phonetic
encoding or speech comprehension.
To conclude this section, left motor and left pPT
and left vSMG activations have been reported for
tasks that challenge auditory comprehension and
each of these regions are also activated for speech
production in the absence of auditory cues. Activation may therefore reflect subvocal articulation that facilitates difficult speech comprehension.
More specifically, the overlap in the location of activation for speech production and difficult speech
perception may reflect the use of the speech production system to make predictions during speech
perception.
The role of prosody in speech comprehension
Prosody refers to the patterns of stress and intonation in speech. These patterns carry emotional and
nonverbal information that supplements the lexicosemantic information carried by the spoken words.
Wiethoff and colleagues65 found that emotional
prosody increases activation in the amygdala. This
is consistent with previous studies showing amygdala activation for facial expressions,66 and when
subjects read emotional words.67 Wittfoth and colleagues68 found that when the emotional prosody
in heard sentences was incongruous with semantic
content, activation increased in the right superior
temporal gyrus and sulcus and right dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC). Many previous studies have
associated the right superior temporal sulcus with
nonverbal emotional processing of human voices
and faces but Kreifelts and colleagues69 have recently
demonstrated a functional subdivision of the superior temporal lobes. They found maximum voice
sensitivity in the trunk of the superior temporal
lobe and maximum face sensitivity in the posterior
terminal ascending branch. They also argue that an
overlap of these two regions at the bifurcation of the
superior temporal cortex may support the formation of an audiovisual emotional percept.
Although the earlier studies have investigated the
impact of emotional prosody in general, Ethofer
and colleagues70 attempted to dissociate activation
for pseudowords spoken in five prosodic categories
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(anger, sadness, neutral, relief, and joy). Using multivariate pattern analysis, they demonstrated that
each emotion had a specific spatial signature in the
auditory cortex that generalized across speakers.
Summary of activation related to speech
comprehension
In summary, the current speech comprehension literature supports the following anatomical model.
Acoustic processing of prelexical speech increases
activation in the vicinity of bilateral HG with selectivity for speech emerging in lateral, anterior,
ventral, and posterior regions of the superior temporal gyri and sulci. Semantic processing of single
words extends even further in the anterior, ventral,
and posterior directions into the middle and inferior temporal cortex. Remarkably, however, semantic processing of plausible relative to implausible
sentences was more focal than for words, and was
observed in the ventral banks of the anterior and
posterior superior temporal sulci, which lie between
the activations associated with prelexical processing
in the superior temporal gyri and single-word semantics in the middle and inferior temporal gyri
(see Fig. 2). This constricted pattern of activation for
sentence semantics might reflect the consolidation
of multiple words into a reduced set of concepts.
The observation that prelexical and semantic processing of spoken words extends in anterior, ventral, and posterior directions suggests that the same
speech inputs can follow multiple different pathways. The location of prelexical activation would
then be determined by the task demands. For example, when an articulatory response is required,
top-down expectations from motor programs may
stabilize and enhance prelexical processing in the
dorsal processing direction but when a lexical decision is required, top-down expectations from
semantic knowledge may stabilize and enhance
prelexical activation in the ventral direction. In
this way, the cortical networks supporting language
comprehension are dynamically determined by the
task and context30 (see Fig. 3).
Several different sources of top-down inputs/
constraints are distinguished in Figure 3, including semantic, syntactic (word sequences), articulation, auditory, visual (spelling), and spatial location
for locomotion. The review reported in this section
localized semantic constraints to the left pars orbitalis, ventral pars opercularis, angular gyrus, and
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precuneus. Word order constraints (grammatical sequencing) were identified in the dorsal pars opercularis; and articulatory constraints were associated
with activation in the left motor cortex,60 vSMG
and pPT (see Fig. 3). For further discussion of these
regions (see section “Summary of speech production”).
Left lateralization for speech comprehension
Differences in the role of the left and right temporal
lobes have been of particular interest because lesion
studies indicate that it is the left rather than right
temporal lobe that is needed for speech recognition and production. In this context it is surprising
that the comparison of speech and closely matched
non-speech stimuli result in bilateral temporal lobe
activation.9,10 The specialization and lateralization
for temporal lobe speech function may therefore be
driven by nonacoustic differences between speech
and non-speech stimuli. These nonacoustic differences include our significantly greater experience
with speech than non-speech stimuli,14 the resulting categorical qualities of the perceptual representation of speech,71 the ability to produce as well as
to perceive speech,60,61 and the influence of spatial
orienting.62
Why should the effect of auditory expertise14,23
be greater in the left than right temporal lobe? Here I
consider two possibilities: (i) either familiarity with
the auditory stimulus increases bottom-up connections from acoustic processing in bilateral superior temporal lobes to representations of semantics, grammar, and articulation in the left frontal
cortex; or (ii) familiarity results in more successful top-down predictions from left frontal regions
that stabilize acoustic processing in the left temporal
lobe more than the right temporal lobe. Adank and
Devlin23 support the latter hypothesis. They suggest
that the left-lateralized temporal lobe response they
observed when time-compressed speech was recognized might be driven by top-down processing
from left-lateralized premotor activation. Kouider
and colleagues11 also highlight the influence of topdown inputs on lexical processing to explain why
they observed repetition suppression in left HG
for words but not pseudowords. Similarly, the leftlateralized anterior temporal lobe response that Leff
and colleagues3 observed for vowel deviants could
reflect top-down mechanisms (see section “Prelexical phonemic processing”).6
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Figure 3. Functional attributions. Top panel: Summary of functions attributed to language areas, see text for rationale.
Future reviews are required to postulate and illustrate the multiple pathways that connect these areas. Below panel: a
schematic summary of the balance between bottom-up and top-down processing during speech comprehension. The
hypothesis is that top-down constraints from frontal, motor, and parietal areas influence the location of activation
foci for bottom-up prelexical processing of auditory inputs.
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In conclusion, frontal lobe activations during
speech comprehension are more consistently leftlateralized than temporal lobe activations. The proposal developed here is that lateralization in the
temporal lobes may be driven top-down from higher
level processing in frontal areas. Moreover, different
parts of the frontal cortex may determine lateralization in different temporal regions. If this hypothesis
is correct, then the more damaging effect of left
temporal lobe lesions compared to right temporal
lobe lesions on language function might be a consequence of loss of top-down connections from anterior speech areas. This could be investigated with
functional connectivity studies.
Review of speech production
This section focuses on speech production, a complex multistage process that links conceptual ideas
to articulation. The cognitive components of speech
production have been described in many studies.
Its roots are in the conceptual ideas that need to
be expressed. The words associated with these concepts must then be retrieved and sequenced with
their appropriate morphological forms. At the same
time, competition from other words with similar
meanings needs to be suppressed. Word selection
is therefore a dynamic interaction between excitation of the intended words and inhibition of the
unintended words.72–74
Sequencing is required at several different levels of
the speech production process. At the sentence level,
words need to be sequenced in a grammatically correct order. Within a word, sequencing is required to
assemble the correct combination of phonemes and
syllables. In addition, pitch, prosody, and a metrical structure need to be applied to speech output,75
which will depend on the conversational context.
The combination of phonemes and syllables being
produced is translated into a sequence of articulatory plans (phonetic encoding). This is followed
by the initiation and coordination of sequences of
movements in the speech articulators, which include the tongue, lips, and laryngeal muscles that
vibrate the vocal tract for vowel phonation and
prosody. At the same time, respiration needs to be
controlled and the resulting auditory signal needs
to be monitored and fed back to the motor system
for online correction of speech production.
Given the many processes that support speech
production, it is not surprising that many different
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brain areas are involved. Each level of the classical
speech output pipeline are addressed in the following sections: conceptual processing (controlling for
word retrieval and articulation) (section “Conceptual processing in speech production”); word retrieval (controlling for conceptual processing and
articulation) (section “Word retrieval”); articulation (controlling for conceptual processing and
word retrieval) (section “Articulation”); and auditory feedback (section “Monitoring speech output”).
Conceptual processing in speech production
In a large-scale review of 120 functional neuroimaging studies of the neural systems that store and retrieve semantic memories, Binder and colleagues16
identified seven left-lateralized regions associated
with amodal semantic processing: (i) inferior frontal
gyrus, (ii) ventral and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, (iii) posterior inferior parietal lobe, (iv) middle
temporal gyrus, (v) fusiform, (vi) parahippocampal gyri, and (vii) the posterior cingulate gyrus. All
these areas have been associated with speech comprehension in the previous section. Their contribution to speech production depends on the task and
the type of semantic information that needs to be
retrieved.
A demonstration that speech production and
speech comprehension access the same conceptual
system was provided by de Zubicaray and McMahon.76 They found that activation in the left pars
orbitalis [−51 24 −9] was reduced when picture
naming occurred in the context of semantically related heard words versus unrelated or phonologically related heard words. The authors suggest that
the picture is recognized before the auditory word
and semantic processing of the picture facilitates
the recognition of the auditory word. The coordinates of this effect [−51 24 −9] also correspond to
those reported by Tyler and colleagues39 at [−48
24 −9] and by Ye and Zhou35 at [−52 32 −4]
when heard sentences were semantically implausible
versus plausible. The left pars orbitalis is therefore
involved in semantic retrieval processes that support both speech comprehension and production
tasks.
A direct comparison of semantic versus phonological word retrieval by Birn and colleagues20 has
illustrated the role of the medial superior frontal cortex at [−21 11 45] in the conceptual processes that
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support speech production. It is interesting to note
that activation in the medial superior frontal cortex
has also been reported by Tremblay and Gracco77
at [−21 19 57] for “volitional” versus stimulusdriven word selection. This raises the possibility
that semantic word retrieval (e.g., producing words
that belong to a particular semantic category like
“fruits”) requires more volitional effort than phonological word retrieval (e.g., producing words that
start with the same letter). The point here is that increased activation for semantic tasks may reflect the
demands on executive strategies that are necessary
for, but not limited to, semantic word retrieval.
In addition to the widely distributed set of regions that are typically associated with semantic/conceptual processing during speech production
and comprehension, many other sensory-motor areas may play a role in accessing words with specific
meanings. This was illustrated in a study of verbal
fluency by Hwang and colleagues,78 who found that
the retrieval of words belonging to visual categories
activated extrastriate cortex (a secondary visual processing area); retrieval of words belonging to motor
categories activated the intraparietal sulcus and posterior middle temporal cortex; and retrieval of words
belonging to somato-sensory categories activated
postcentral and inferior parietal regions. Thus, they
demonstrate that lexico-semantic processing during speech production is distributed across brain
regions participating in sensorimotor processing.
This is argued to be a consequence of the sensorimotor experiences that occurred during word
acquisition.
Hocking and colleagues72 also demonstrate how
activation during speech production depends on the
type of words that are being retrieved. These authors
found bilateral hippocampal activation at [−30 −3
−30/33 −6 −33] when pictures to be named were
blocked in terms of their semantic category; and
bilateral anterior medial temporal activations when
the objects to be named were blocked according
to similar visual features. Whitney and colleagues79
also found left hippocampal activation [−28 −35 5]
for spontaneous word production (free verbal association) relative to category and letter fluency. These
medial temporal lobe activations during speech production tasks therefore appear to depend on the
demands placed on semantic retrieval even though
medial temporal lobe structures such as the hippocampus are more classically associated with the
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initial acquisition of new words.80 To conclude, conceptual processing during speech production activates the same set of regions that have been associated with single-word comprehension.
Word retrieval
To investigate the processing that supports word retrieval, speech production has been compared to
tasks that control for articulation. For example,
Whitney and colleagues79 and Jeon and colleagues81
compared word generation tasks (find, select, and
produce a word related to the stimulus) to reading (produce the word or nonword specified by the
stimulus). In both studies, the most significant and
consistent effects were observed in the left inferior
and middle frontal gyri, spanning both the pars opercularis (BA 44), the pars triangularis (BA45), and
the inferior frontal sulcus. The peak coordinates for
the left middle frontal activations in these two studies are remarkably similar: at [−48 28 21] in Whitney
and colleagues79 and at [−51 25 25] in Jeon and colleagues81 Two other studies also demonstrated that
this left middle frontal area is involved in word retrieval irrespective of the type of words that needed
to be produced. Specifically, Heim and colleagues82
observed that the same left middle frontal region at
[−44 28 22] was activated for generating words that
were either semantically or phonologically related
to a word; and de Zubicaray and McMahon76 found
an effect of semantic and phonological priming on
picture naming at [−48 21 18], which is again consistent with a generic role for this region in word
retrieval.
A second region that is consistently activated in
word retrieval tasks is the left dorsal pars opercularis that was associated with top-down sequencing
of linguistic and nonlinguistic events in the speech
comprehension section (“Syntactic constraints”).
During speech production, left dorsal pars opercularis activation was located at [−40 17 25] by
Jeon and colleagues81 for word generation more
than reading; and at [−49 13 29] by Fridriksson
and colleagues83 for imitating or observing a speaker
producing nonsense syllables. As viewing a speaker
producing nonsense syllables does not involve semantics or articulation,83 speech production activation in the left dorsal pars opercularis is not specific
to semantic or syntactic processing. Indeed, as discussed in the speech comprehension section earlier,
the left dorsal pars opercularis is involved in the
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hierarchical sequencing of linguistic and nonlinguistic events.37,50,53,54 This is required for speech
production as well as speech comprehension. The
left dorsal pars opercularis may therefore play a role
in the hierarchical sequencing of events during production as well as comprehension tasks.
A third region that is consistently activated in
word retrieval tasks is the left ventral pars opercularis that was associated with predicting semantic
or articulatory sequences in the speech comprehension section (“Syntactic constraints”). During
speech production, this region has been reported
at [−57 9 9] by Zheng and colleagues84 for articulating versus listening to the word “Ted”; and at
[−54 12 12] by Papoutsi and colleagues43 for the
repetition and subvocal rehearsal of pseudowords
with low versus high sublexical frequency. As this
manipulation does not involve semantic, syntactic,
or phonological word form processing, the authors
attribute their activations to phonetic encoding (articulatory planning). Left ventral pars opercularis
during speech production has also been reported
in two studies by Heim and colleagues.82,85 In one
study, Heim and colleagues82 found that left ventral
pars opercularis activation at [−46 10 4] was greater
for retrieving words that were phonologically versus semantically related to a target. Another85 found
left ventral pars opercularis activation at [−50 6 6]
during picture naming in German was sensitive to
the gender of the noun being produced. This was
probed by presenting pictures to be named with an
auditory word and its gender determiner (e.g., “der
Tisch”—the table). The gender of the auditory word
and picture were either the same or different with
more activation when they were different. However,
it is not clear from this study whether activation in
the left ventral pars opercularis was sensitive to the
gender of the determiner (which would reflect syntactic processing) or to the phonological overlap in
the determiner being heard and the determiner being retrieved (which could reflect articulatory processes). The explanation that is most consistent with
all the other data being presented is that left ventral
pars opercularis activation reflects the demands on
articulatory planning.
The distinction between ventral and dorsal pars
opercularis has been rather arbitrary. I have been using “dorsal” to refer to activation that is 20–30 mm
above the ACPC line and “ventral” when activation
is 4–20 mm above the ACPC line but there may be
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multiple functional subregions within each of these
regions. Moreover, some studies are at the border of
ventral and dorsal pars opercularis activation. For
example, Heim and colleagues86 report activation at
[−50 8 19] when pictures to be named were blocked
according to similarity in semantics or syntax (gender) versus phonology. The results were interpreted
in terms of decreased demands when name retrieval
was primed by phonologically related responses and
increased demands when stimuli are presented with
semantic and syntactic competitors. However, without further studies it is not possible to determine
whether the function of this mid-pars opercularis
region corresponds to the properties of the dorsal
or ventral regions.
In summary, word retrieval activates the left middle frontal cortex and dorsal and ventral left pars
opercularis. Left middle frontal activation was not
associated with speech comprehension, unless the
task required explicit semantic comparisons between two words,16 therefore the left middle frontal
cortex appears to be more involved in word retrieval
than word comprehension. In contrast, activation in
the dorsal and ventral regions of the pars opercularis
has been reported for both speech production and
comprehension (see Fig. 2). The dorsal pars opercularis has been associated with sequencing linguistic
and nonlinguistic events and the ventral pars opercularis has been associated with sequencing articulatory events.43 Generating or interpreting the
sequence of events is essential for speech comprehension and production at both the individual word
(i.e., the sequence of phonemes) and sentence level
(i.e., the sequence of words). The dorsal and ventral pars opercularis may contribute to sequencing
by top-down constraints from prior knowledge of
what event typically follows another.
Articulation
When speech is produced, activation typically increases bilaterally in motor and premotor cortex, the
cerebellum, the supplementary motor area (SMA
and pre-SMA), the superior temporal gyri, the
temporo-parietal cortices (PPT/vSMG), and the anterior insula, with left-lateralized activation in the
putamen (see Brown et al.,87 for a recent review).
None of these regions are dedicated to speech per
se as illustrated by Chang and colleagues88 who report the same areas in the production of speech
and the production of non-speech sounds from
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orofacial and vocal tract gestures (e.g., cough, sigh,
kiss, snort, laugh, tongue click, whistle, cry) that
have no phonemic content. The only areas that
Chang and colleagues88 found to activate for speech
more than vocal tract gestures were the ACC and
bilateral caudate. Both these areas have been associated with suppression of inappropriate responses
by Aarts and colleagues,46 Ali and colleagues,74
and Kircher and colleagues.89 Greater activation for
speech than non-speech production may therefore
reflect the greater demands on response selection
in the context of more competitors that need to
be suppressed during the selection of speech versus
non-speech movements.
The functions of the anterior cingulate and caudate nuclei during word selection are likely to be different. There are many subregions in the ACC that
may each have their own function during speech
production.74,90,91 The head of the caudate has also
been implicated in sequencing temporal and cognitive processes,92 including the sequencing of nonlinguistic events.53 It is therefore plausible that greater
activation in the head of the caudate nuclei for
speech relative to non-speech88 might contribute to
greater precision in the sequencing of speech relative
to non-speech sounds.
Other studies have shown that activation in areas
common to speech and non-speech vocal production (i.e., the premotor, parietal, temporal, cerebellar, and putamen) increases with the length of the
spoken utterance43 but is inversely related to the
familiarity of the stimulus. For example, Papoutsi
and colleagues43 found more activation throughout
the speech production system for the repetition of
pseudowords with four syllables versus two syllables; and Shuster93 found activation in this system
increased for repetition of pseudowords compared
to the repetition of words. Interestingly, the most
extensive difference between pseudoword and word
repetition in Shuster93 was located in the left anterior insula. This is consistent with a study by Moser
and colleagues,94 who found increased activation in
the left anterior insula for repetition of pseudowords
with novel syllables relative to the repetition of pseudowords with native (i.e., familiar) syllables.
With respect to the function of the left anterior insula, the meta-analysis by Brown and colleagues87 found that the frontal operculum and
medial-adjacent anterior insula were activated by
syllable singing as well as oral reading; and Koelsch
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and colleagues42 found left anterior insula activation for the rehearsal of tone (pitch) information
[−32 19 3] as well as verbal information [−32 15
4]. Brown and colleagues87 speculate that the anterior insula is involved in generalized orofacial functions, including lip movement, tongue movement,
and vocalization. The fact that activation is not dependent on whether speech is overt or covert;83 and
not reported to depend on the number syllables being produced43 is consistent with previous claims
that the anterior insula is involved in the planning
rather than execution of articulation. In this context, increased activation in the left anterior insula
for unfamiliar speech sounds93,94 may simply reflect
greater demands on articulatory speech plans when
they are unfamiliar versus familiar.
With respect to the function of the premotor cortex, Brown and colleagues87 distinguish areas that
control larynx movements from those that control
tongue and mouth movements. In Talairach coordinates, Brown and colleagues87 locate the larynx
motor cortex to [−40 −12 30/44 −10 30] and locate tongue movements to part of the rolandic operculum at [−50 −9 23/59 −5 17], consistent with
other studies of non-speech oral movements.95 In
contrast, Meister and colleagues96 found that the
most dorsal part of the premotor cortex [−48 −12
54/ −45 −12 60], above the larynx motor area, is
activated by finger tapping as well as articulation.
This led Meister and colleagues96 to suggest that
the dorsal premotor region plays a role in action
selection and planning within the context of arbitrary stimulus–response mapping tasks. Thus, there
are at least three functionally distinct regions in the
premotor cortex. Of these three regions, Brown and
colleagues87 note that activation during speech is
typically strongest in areas associated with phonation (i.e., the vibration of the vocal tracts). This
is consistent with the findings of Fridriksson and
colleagues,83 who show peak activation for overt articulation relative to observation of articulation at
[−58 −2 36/58 −10 34], which is in the vicinity of
the larynx area rather than the mouth and tongue
area.
The direct comparison of producing versus observing speech production83 identified the pre-SMA
[2 6 60] and left putamen [−24 −6 6] as well as
the premotor cortex discussed earlier. This suggests
that these regions are involved in the initiation or
execution of speech movements but activation is
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not specific to speech movements. For example,
Tremblay and Gracco77 observed pre-SMA activation at [−6 13 50] for both volitional and stimulus
driven mouth movements, irrespective of whether
the response was speech or oral motor gestures; and
Bahlmann and colleagues53 report activation at [1
4 57] for learning the hierarchical organization of
sequentially occurring nonlinguistic visual symbols.
In summary, articulatory planning of orofacial
movements activates the left anterior insula.87 This
area is equally activated for overt articulation and
action observation83 ; and more activated when the
motor plans are unfamiliar.93,94 The initiation and
execution of movement increases activation in bilateral premotor/motor cortex, the pre-SMA, and
the left putamen.83 At least three distinct areas in
the premotor/motor cortex support speech production. The most ventral is involved in tongue movements, a more dorsal region is involved in control
of the larynx, and the most dorsal region is involved
in planning both speech and finger tapping movements. Two areas were found to be more involved
with articulation of speech than non-speech orofacial movements. These were the anterior cingulate
and bilateral head of caudate. Both regions have
been associated with the suppression of competing
responses (speech and non-speech), which suggests
that the subtleties and precision involved in correct speech production requires more suppression
of competition from nontargets (i.e., all the words
we know with similar articulatory patterns). The
next section discusses the role of the superior temporal gyri, pPT, vSMG, and cerebellum in speech
production.
Monitoring speech output
The final stage of speech production involves auditory and somato-sensory monitoring of the spoken response. This is crucial for online correction
of speech production, for example, when speakers
modify the intensity of their speech in noisy environments, or when auditory feedback is altered
(e.g., by delay on the telephone). There are three
levels at which this feedback can occur. One is from
hearing the sound of the spoken response (auditory
feedback), the second is higher level “phonological”
processing, and the third is from somato-sensory information derived from the speech movements.72,97
Auditory processing of the spoken response activates bilateral superior temporal regions associ-
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ated with speech perception. This has been observed when auditory processing of the spoken response was not controlled with a speech output
baseline, for example, by Heim and colleagues86 and
Wilson and colleagues58 during picture naming and
by Brown and colleagues87 during reading aloud.
When speech output is controlled, however, superior temporal activation has not been reported for
word generation tasks.79,81
With respect to higher level phonological processing of the spoken output, three recent studies
have highlighted the involvement of the pPT and/or
vSMG, when speech production is made more difficult and therefore requires more auditory monitoring. In Hocking et al.,72 activation at [−54 −36 15]
increased when pictures were named in the context
of semantic interference; and Abel and colleagues,73
showed that picture naming activation at [−56 −37
15] was stronger for phonological than semantic interference. The argument here is that both semantic
and phonological interference make picture naming
more error prone and pPT and/or vSMG activation
is involved in monitoring the verbal response to
reduce errors. The effect of verbal self-monitoring
on left pPT/vSMG activation was directly demonstrated by Zheng and colleagues84 Their participants
either whispered or produced the word “Ted.” During production, the auditory input was either (i)
consistent with the speech output (i.e., the word
“Ted”) or (ii) a masking noise that prevented participants hearing the sound of their own speech. Left
pPT/vSMG activation at [−66 −45 15] was greatest
when participants spoke in the context of a mask
relative to the other conditions. This effect could
not be explained by either speaking or hearing per
se but indicates greater pPT/vSMG activation when
there was conflict between the expected auditory
input and the actual auditory input. This is consistent with the interaction between auditory inputs
and auditory predictions that are generated by the
speech production system or conversely motor efferents and motor predictions that are generated from
the auditory speech inputs, Zheng and colleagues.84
Linking back to the speech comprehension section, pPT/vSMG activation was attributed to subvocal articulation in perceptually or semantically
challenging contexts. Increased subvocal articulation can also explain increased pPT/vSMG activation during speech production in the context of semantic,72 phonological,73 or acoustic
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interference.84 Specifically, pPT/vSMG activation
could reflect increased subvocal articulation from
semantic and phonological competitors72,73 that is
then suppressed before motor output. There may
also be increased subvocal articulation during production when no corresponding articulatory signals are received from auditory processing of the
output.84 In both cases, PPT and/or vSMG may be
involved in suppressing articulatory errors.
With respect to somato-sensory feedback, in the
absence of auditory feedback, Peschke and colleagues97 suggest a role for the postcentral gyrus.
Consistent with this proposal, Zheng and colleagues84 report activation in the left postcentral
gyrus when auditory feedback during speech production was masked; and Hocking and colleagues72
report activation in the right postcentral gyrus during error-prone speech production. It is also relevant
to note that, during the same conditions that evoked
postcentral activation, both Zheng and colleagues84
and Hocking and colleagues72 also report activation
in the left cerebellum. This would be consistent with
a role for both the postcentral gyri and the left cerebellum in somato-sensory feedback during speech
production.
In summary, auditory monitoring and feedback
during speech production requires the integration
of auditory, articulatory, and somato-sensory signals with the motor output. The dynamics of this
system have been discussed by van de Ven and colleagues,98 who used spatial and temporal independent components analysis to show the dynamic coupling between different functional networks and
thereby demonstrated a negative correlation between activation in the bilateral auditory cortex and
the supplementary motor area [−1 −10 58].
Summary of speech production
The first thing to point out is that many of the
areas associated with speech production were also
discussed in the previous section on speech comprehension. The overlap in areas associated with conceptual processing is not surprising but the overlap
in ventral and dorsal regions of the pars opercularis, pPT, and vSMG requires more consideration.
Activation in both the dorsal and ventral pars opercularis has been associated with top-down expectations on the predicted sequence of events, which
is required at multiple different stages during both
speech comprehension and speech production. The
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dorsal pars opercularis is involved in sequencing linguisitic and nonlinguistic events and appears to be
independent of the demands on working memory.
In contrast, the ventral pars opercularis is involved
in sequencing articulatory events and is involved in
working memory. It is therefore possible that increased ventral pars opercularis activation during
difficult speech comprehension9,10,38 reflects topdown predictions about the possible or expected
articulatory codes associated with the heard words.
Activation in the pPT/vSMG regions has also
been associated with subvocal articulation but the
response properties in pPT/vSMG and the left ventral pars opercularis are distinct.42,49,84 For example,
Raettig and colleagues49 reported ventral pars opercularis activation for errors in verb–noun agreement
(“Peter has laughed the apple”) but pPT/vSMG activation for morphosyntactic errors (“Peter has eat
the apple”). One simplistic interpretation of this is
that morphosyntactic errors and pPT/vSMG activation reflect a mismatch in the predicted articulation at the level of a single event. In contrast, verb–
noun agreement errors and ventral pars opercularis
activation reflect a mismatch in the predicted articulation at the level of sequences of articulatory
events. This might also explain why Koelsch and
colleagues42 reported ventral pars opercularis activation for memorizing lists of heard syllables at
the same time as singing, a combination of tasks
that would provide conflicting predictions about
the forthcoming sequence of events.
Areas that are more specific to speech production were the left middle frontal gyrus, left anterior
insula, left putamen, bilateral head of caudate, anterior cingulate, pre-SMA, SMA, motor cortex, and
cerebellum. The left middle frontal gyrus has been
associated with word retrieval when articulation is
controlled; the left anterior insula been associated
with articulatory planning irrespective of whether
the sound is produced or not; and the left putamen,
pre-SMA, and motor cortex have been associated
with the initiation and execution of overt relative to
covert speech.
Despite the new insights into the neural processing of speech production, the number of functional
imaging studies of speech production has been less
than the number of speech production studies.
This is likely to be a consequence of speech production being more difficult to study than speech
comprehension. The difficulties studying speech
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production arise because it involves mouth movements that can cause artifacts in the imaging signal
as well as increasing head movement. In previous
years, this led to a preference for speech production paradigms that used covert rather than overt
responses. New techniques for minimizing mouth
movements and measuring overt responses in the
scanner have helped to overcome this previous limitation.43 There have also been considerable challenges in studying speech production at the narrative rather than single-word level. This is because,
during narrative speech production, it is very difficult to constrain and control the speech production
rate, the order of words that are retrieved and the
choice of words relating to a semantic theme.
As the experimental and technical challenges associated with studies of speech production are conquered, many new questions can be addressed. For
example, there has been remarkably little discussion of the cerebellum in any of the papers I reviewed, even though it is clearly activated during
articulation,87 working memory,42 word acquisition,80 and auditory self-monitoring during speech
production.72,84 Eickhoff and colleagues99 have also
suggested that, during verbal fluency, activity in the
cerebellum is fed to the left anterior insula. There
has also been little discussion in the reviewed papers on the degree to which activation is lateralized
during speech production. My overall impression is
one where motor, premotor, subcortical, and superior temporal activation are bilaterally activated but
middle frontal activation is left lateralized. In contrast, Birn and colleagues20 reported that temporoparietal activation was right-lateralized for automatic speech production (generating the names of
the months) compared to semantic (category) and
phonological (letter) speech production. Further
studies are clearly required to understand the determinants of lateralization and this is going to require
the estimation of lateralization on a region by region
basis.100
Future directions
This review has considered the functional anatomy
of language but it has not drawn any conclusions
about how the different regions are functionally
connected or how the systems vary across individuals. Many studies have started to investigate
the functional connectivity of the language sys-
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tem either by exploring the anatomical connections between regions,101 conducting functional
connectivity analyses,82,98,99,102–107 or by combining fMRI data with neurophysiological techniques that have high temporal resolution including MEG,108,109 ERP,110–112 and TMS.113–115 There is
also a growing trend to use anatomically constrained
computational modeling.116–118 Inter-subject variability in the language networks is also being explored in a number of ways: for example, on the
basis of behavioral variations,58 age,39,63,64,119 multilingualism,119–129 lesion studies,130 or using unbiased classification schemes.131,132 There is also
increasing evidence that individual differences in
activation are related to the underlying brain structure100 and that brain structure predicts language
performance.128,129,133,134 Therefore, future investigations can be embellished by the combination of
structural, functional, and behavioral data.39,64
In addition to establishing the anatomical and
functional connectivity of the language system,
many more studies are still required to increase
the spatial resolution of the anatomical conclusions
that are currently being drawn. For example, future
studies are required to distinguish the contribution
of different subregions in the pars opercularis.107
One relatively novel approach is to examine how
the pattern of activity within a specified area (rather
than the amplitude within an area) varies with the
stimuli and task.1,70,71,119 Speech selectivity can also
be examined by cross-referencing between auditory
activation in animals and humans.135 However, as
the cognitive function of any region depends on the
areas that it interacts with, it may only be possible
to dissociate the functions of speech regions by examining how they interact with other brain regions;
and how these regional interactions are modulated
by task demands.
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